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About This Game

"Aeve:Zero Gravity" is an arcade space shooter about battles in open space. In a classic mode "Shoot'em'all". You are piloting
an elite fighter equipped with a special "goodness", such as a non-stop gun that unrestrainedly releases blaster fire for all 360

degrees. Hot shootings at high speeds with impenetrable bosses, also armed with smart weapons of destruction will make a good
challenge for hunters for a high reward.

   * Hordes of armored spaceships.
   * Hundreds of shells dancing in a single fire mash.

   * And only one against them all .You.
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Title: Aeve:Zero Gravity
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
EasyGames
Publisher:
EasyGames
Release Date: 4 Jul, 1970

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core2Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256mb

Storage: 110 MB available space

English
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aeve zero gravity. aeve zero gravity steam

The foundation and core mechanics of the game are there ,but there is a serious lack of content. With roughly 15 minutes of
gameplay (including the 'expansion'), this title should be considered Early Access.. Stop teasing us and make part 2 already.
Waste of time, expect you have fun running around and doing nothing because its so laggy you cannot pick up weapons or
anything else because half of your buttons dont work
. I've never seen Chicago in a flight sim look as good as this! ORBX did an amazing job. Taking the Bucker up and exploring is
wonderful. I wish Midway and O'Hare had more detail but around Meigs, it's beautiful. Hopefully they'll keep porting over their
other airports and sceneries. It's just over the top and feels so real in VR.. Doesn't work anymore :/. Excellent puzzle game with
an enthralling story, which you dont often see from puzzle games.
The mechanics of the game are complex and challenging keeping you thinking throughout levels.
The additional mechanics and sutibale length of each learning period for a mechanic keep the game interesting throughout its
many chapters.

Learn life lessons while problem solving
10/10. A inexpensive mini dlc for $2, that came as part of the preorder, while it does absolutely nothing gameplay-wise, other
then change the main characters appearance slightly and the De Rune family's coat of arms, 100% cosmetic, there have been
worse preorder bonuses Iv'e had, and the game is plenty amazing without something that would shorten the breathtaking
experience.. This game is an absolute piece of ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥ don't spend any money on it. Couldn't even play the
bloody ♥♥♥♥ing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. ♥♥♥♥.
Thank you.. She can kill people with her booty 69\/10. Steel Storm: Burning Retribution is a boring, bland top-down shooter
with absolutely nothing going for it.
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To note, this comes from the perspective of someone that does not really love the VN genre, but does like a few standouts like
Ace Attorney, Danganronpa, and the Zero Escape series.

428 is a fantastic title with a unique hook. You play as 5 different characters and switch between them to further them on their
paths as they intersect and influence each other, often unknowingly. Being reckless in one route might mean another characters
gets stuck in a traffic jam in another, and so you'll have to figure out what everyone needs to do to get further in their story. It
starts a bit slow and aimless, where you might wonder why you're even following a couple of these folks, but everything
eventually comes together. Helped by fantastic music and a stellar translation, this is a visual novel even those that might not be
big into the genre can enjoy.. Again VR shows how wonderous this medium is, It's kind of spellbinding how much more VR
gives to movies, I think this is the first to actually put the player into the centre of the Film and also let them interact as well,
The story is fairly confusing and I was not sure of where the next episode will lead, but I will be there, so wait and see. The
future looks bright.. Oh my lord. I literally could not play this. Not a single button on my keyboard or mouse activated the
flippers. The max resolution is so tiny it's unacceptable. I hit one the F keys, F5 I think, and all of the colors were glitchy and
reversed and that persisted on the next time I launched the game (which I went back in and I think it actually changed my colors
and resolution again). I alt-f4'd out of it and it glitched my Steam client until I resized it for some reason, which happened every
time I exited the game. There was no keybindings options to see if I could rebind the flipper keys. The game was flickering
nonstop. One of the buttons I hit on my quest to find the flippers actually opened a debug menu I believe.

This is all of the objective issues of the dated, broken piece of software. I don't even need to get started on the music, sound,
and graphics. I can't give an opinion on the gameplay because I couldn't play it.

This is atrocious. This shouldn't be sellable on Steam. I got it for probably 7 cents from a humble bundle ages back, 8 WHOLE
DOLLARS is absolute robbery.. I would rather just use the internet.... Exactly what I hoped it would be, having so much fun!.
really cool setting and style and i loved the difficulty, took a couple of times to beat certain passages!
too bad the game was so short and the farming part wasn't long enough imo.
maybe we can expect a dlc or another game in the future? ;). Excellent casual game of the genre "Search for differences".
The game dedicated to a curious girl named Viki, who notice all the distinctions.
Help her in her search.
I love the concept.
Wonderful game, with a nice challenge.
It's lovely. Great game for kids.
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